
Our healing modalities this term will include methods of self-care.  




Our journey in teacher training began with esoteric, vast, deep, wide, and mysterious ancient history and philosophy of yoga. 
Then we moved into Yin Yoga, which is a beautiful bridge between Hatha (forceful) Yoga and the style we are looking at this 
weekend, which is Kundalini Yoga. Kundalini Yoga will be serve as bridge to Amrit Yoga, in which we train next modules.


Yin Yoga is Hatha Yoga in appearance and more Kundalini Yoga in approach, for we know Yin is rooted posturally in Hatha floor 
postures. Yin is more akin with Kundalini, though, than it is with Hatha theory—and I am speaking in big generalities when I say 
this—because Yin works deeply with the energy anatomy maps created of the subtle body for the mind to explore, and Kundalini 
is the vanguard yoga system of subtle body-focused work and identification.


Our Sadhana this weekend will be prana-based, and part of prana is chanting.  We will be exploring maps of the subtle body, 
and, thus, energy anatomy (as opposed to gross anatomy you can see in an autopsy).



The gross body has been studied for hundreds of years.  The Subtle Body is the body through which intelligent energy (chi, 
prana) is works and perhaps dwells and is a strong focus for healers when helping others towards health.  We are looking at 
many models or maps of energy anatomy in our training. 






TBA.



This reinforces what we learned in our training from the Jai Dev Singh video on Ayurveda.  Ayurveda is an ancient system, a 
‘sister science to yoga’ from India….Ayurveda helps you synchronize yourself to the rhythms of the day, the rhythms of the 
season. Ideas:

*When prana is free flowing, neither too much nor too little, you have maximum health; when prana is stuck, disease results.  

*Acupuncture, acupressure, massage, and yoga—like ayurveda—help make things easier so that you’re not going against the 
grain of life




Here is a dosha chart. And here is more about doshas:

vata (air/ether):  early morning/late night and WINTER

kapha (earth/water):  morning and SPRING

pitta (fire):  afternoon/early evening and SUMMER 



Kundalini Yoga is a style of yoga on the yoga tree that has not branched out (morphed, diversified) much since the West became 
aware of it in this century, which is quite unlike Hatha Yoga (modern postural yoga), which has comparatively exploded with 
variety in the last 100 years.



A Sikh born in Pakistan learned Kundlini Yoga in his travels in India.
Sikhism (Muslim spirituality) is from15th C. Punjab, India/Pakistan.



most breath forward:  does that mean, therefore, the most subtle-body-effective?




A 200-hour certification in KY required before advancing within its system



A little about the far reach of Kundalini Yoga.



Here are four prominent Kundalini Yoga teachers today. 



Kundalini Yoga practice basics



…and more..



The maps:  chakras, nadis, meridians, fascia/consciousness

The maps of energy anatomy are ways to help you feel and move/teach energy flow.  Subtle body-forward cueings/teachings 
therefore are suitable for energy anatomy classes/sequences.


Conclusion and INTRO TO NEXT SLIDE:  All yoga effectively moves the body’s energy (chi, prana).  However, the maps are 
ways to help you see/feel/teach energy flow and so must be points of concentration.  American Yoga (MPY) is generally to fast-
paced for map concentration. Kundalini is obvious energy anatomy non-alignment focused yoga like Yin Yoga

You can teach many Hatha postures with physical cueing, props, adjustments, assists (GROSS BODY) and you can teach them 
with more energy anatomy cueing for the subtle body.  In other words, Energy Anatomy is not exclusive to Kundalini Yoga. 








You can see an enlarged version of this chart at the link at our training page.



pingala=ha/male/yang/sun/right side of the body

ida=tha/femail/yin/moon/left side of the body



Chinese energy channels on the left and Indian on the right with their corresponding major energy channels







These are the main pranayama exercises we learn in our training





the beauty and logic of Sanskrit



The translations of these are in your manual.  




